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Морські комерційні імперії та земельні територіальні імперії 

в Чорноморському регіоні 

 
У статті розглянуто процеси становлення та розвитку основних форм міжнародної взаємодії 

у Чорноморському регіоні, які час від часу повторювалися протягом усієї історії. Опис таких 

моделей базується на двох основних категоріях: важливі регіональні гравці («позапонтійські 

комерційні імперії»; «північно-понтійські територіальні імперії»; «південно-понтійські терито-

ріальні імперії») та відносини між ними (конфронтація, співробітництво). Для охоплення істо-

ричних та геополітичних аспектів дослідження Чорноморського регіону необхідно застосувати 

методи попереднього аналізу геополітичного положення регіону, його основних геофізичних 

властивостей та геоекономічних і геополітичних характеристик, а також основні стратегічні 

точки.  

Саме такий аналіз проводиться у даній статті. Опис моделей міжнародної взаємодії у Чор-

номорському регіоні та їх характеристика у порівнянні з теперішньою ситуацією в межах регі-

ону будуть розглянуті у подальшому дослідженні. 

Ключові слова: Чорне море, геополітика, історія, імперія, земний, морський. 

 

Maritime commercial empires and land territorial empires in the Black Sea region 
 

The research I conduct is focused on establishing and describing the major patterns of international 

interaction in the Black Sea region which have repeatedly occurred throughout history, based on two 

main criteria: the major players acting in the region (extra-Pontic maritime commercial empires; 

northern Pontic land territorial empires; southern Pontic land territorial empires) and the relations de-

veloped between them (confrontation; cooperation). For achieving this goal of enhancing the historical 

and geopolitical knowledge of the Black Sea region, a preceding analysis of its geographical position 

and its key physical features (the „board‟), of its geoeconomic and geopolitical characteristics (the 

„stake‟), as well as of its key strategic points (the „trump cards‟) is needed. This analysis is carried out 

in the present paper, while the description of the patterns and the comparison with the current situation 

and developments in the region shall be tackled in a subsequent paper. 

Keywords: Black Sea, geopolitics, history, empires, land, maritime. 

 

The ‘Board’: the geographical position and the key physical features of the Black Sea and its 

coasts.  

The Black Sea is a unique landform, both through its geographical position on the great Eurasian 

continent and its derived physical features. The innumerable peculiarities which define it, as well as 

the diversity of its neighboring landforms, contribute to the existence of a specific place of the Black 

Sea among the other seas of the world and arouse a high interest for its research
2
. The same situation 

occurs with regard to its neighboring regions, which render its unmistakable outline, compared in an-
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cient times with a Scythian bow
3
. The study of the physical geography of the Black Sea is not gratui-

tous as it sets the main condition for the understanding of the history of the human communities that 

lived on its shores and their geopolitical and geoeconomical interactions throughout the ages. 

There are three main comments that might be made with regard to the geographical position of the 

Black Sea. 

Firstly, the Black Sea is an instrumental landform that helps defining the European peninsula by 

separating it from the great land mass of the Eurasian continent. At the same time, the Black Sea con-

tributes to the delimitation of another eccentric region of the Eurasian continent, the Extended Middle 

East, both from the main land mass, but especially from Europe. Consequently, the Black Sea should 

be envisaged as lying at the crossroads of three great geographical areas, contributing to their separa-

tion and to turning the Pontic shores into an area of significant geographical and human interactions
4
. 

Secondly, given the physical features of its shores, it might be noticed that more than a border be-

tween West and East, the Black Sea acts like a demarcation line between a northern area uniformly 

characterized by low relief and a southern area physically fragmented into a large series of mountains, 

plateaus and small coastal or depressional plains
5
. This feature worked as one of the most powerful 

engines in the political, economic and military history of the region. 

Thirdly, as it is situated far inside the Eurasian continent, the Black Sea is „the most isolated sea in 

the world”
6
: it is the most closed sea among the semi-closed seas of the world

7
, being indirectly con-

nected to the Ocean, passing through the Mediterranean to which is connected through an extremely 

narrow communication system: the straits of Bosporus and Dardanelles and the small Sea of Marmara.  

Geopolitically, this feature creates the temptation for the regional players to turn the Black Sea into 

„a lake‟ under their exclusive control, while geographically the most important consequences are hy-

drographical.  

Among the most conspicuous and fundamental physical features of the Black Sea are hydrograph-

ical characteristics as its low salinity (17.5‰), barely half of that of the Mediterranean, and its low 

tides, both of them mostly determined by its pronounced semi-closedness. Together with the geologi-

cal fundament that divides the sea into two distinct basins, separated through a central north-south 

submarine ridge, it causes also the existence of circular streams at the surface, with significant conse-

quences for the navigation routes
8
. The absence of vertical streams, wholly particular to the Black Sea, 

causes the lack of oxygen in the deeper sea layers and, consequently, 87% of the volume of water is 

void of aquatic life
9
.   

The bottom of the sea is characterized not only by the aforementioned separation in two distinct ba-

sins, from west to east
10

, but also by significant differences in depth between the northern and the 

southern halves, which continue the altitudinal differences between the coastal regions: while the 

northern waters are shallow, the southern ones are deep, especially near the Anatolian coast, where the 

greatest depth of 2212 meters is registered. 

The low salinity and the low temperature in winter, generated by the closedness of the sea between 

huge continental masses, at high latitude, determine the frequent freezing of the sea water at surface, 

near the shores
11

. Furthermore, because there are no barriers in front of the northern arctic winds, 

storms frequently break out, especially in winter
12

. Even more discouraging for navigation is the total 
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lack of islands, with the exception of some rocky cliffs near the shores
13

, the most known examples 

being the improperly called Snake Island, near the mouths of the Danube, and Berezan, near the Dnie-

per-Bug Estuary.  

Besides the sea itself, the rivers and the coasts are fundamental for having a fuller picture on the 

geographical environment that determined human activity in the region. 

Given the semi-closedness of the Black Sea, the rivers that flow to it play a greater role than they 

usually do in other circumstances. The great amount of fresh water they bring to a sea whose connec-

tion to the salty Mediterranean is narrow and where the vaporization is meager contributes to the low 

salinity. Particularly near the mouths of the rivers, the amount of fresh water that flows into the sea 

creates excellent conditions for great biological diversity. At the same time, the extremely low tides 

allow the accumulation of silt brought by the same rivers onto the shores of the sea. This phenomenon 

gives birth to numerous new, permanently changing, low wetlands: deltas, lagoons, swamps. The ac-

cumulation of silt and sand represents a major obstacle to navigation, thus creating the need for per-

manent engineering work, which is however richly rewarded through the connections the rivers create 

between the sea and the inland. This is particularly true in the northern half of the Black Sea, where 

the coasts are low and the geological strata are easy to cross, prerequisites being thus met for the exist-

ence of mighty rivers – the Danube, the Dniester, the Bug, the Dnieper, the Don, the Kuban. As a con-

sequence, notably for such a closed sea, it is more useful to conceptualize the environment as a whole 

rivers-estuaries-sea system rather than as only the sea
14

. 

The ‘Stake’ and the ‘Rules’: the geoeconomic and the geopolitical characteristics of the Black 

Sea. 

The geographical analysis undergone so far reveals a capricious sea that combines few advantages 

for navigators, such as the circular streams and the radial network of rivers, with serious shortcomings, 

such as the frequent storms and frosts or the permanent changing of the shorelines. It is easy to under-

stand why the ancient Greeks, after calling it Okeanos for a short period of time, at the beginning of 

their exploration
15

, subsequently gave it the name of Pontos Axeinos („the inhospitable sea‟). The fact 

that in the end they antithetically named it Pontos Euxeinos („the hospitable sea‟)
16

 might become easi-

ly explainable after taking a look at the last element of the physical geography of the region – the 

coasts, probably the most important part of the „stake‟ of the geopolitical „game‟.  

The main feature of these coasts is their great diversity, generating a great wealth of local re-

sources. In the north, from the Danube Delta to the Volga, there is a single huge plain, interrupted only 

by the aforementioned rivers and their tributaries. It is divided by latitude in two different areas, a 

southern half near the sea, consisting of steppes and silvo-steppes, and a northern half covered by for-

ests and swamps
17

. The south is suitable for agriculture, mostly for cereal monocultures and husband-

ry, while the north produces timber and furs. While this distinction is suitable also in Asia, east to the 

Ural Mountains, the lands there suffer from greater aridity: the steppes slowly turns into semi-deserts 

and deserts in Central Asia. The regional variation according to the proximity to the ocean is noticea-

ble also when taking into account only the northern Pontic steppes: while the wetter Ukrainian plains 

are suitable to agriculture, beyond the Don, in the steppes of Kuban and Volga, husbandry is more 

proper. 

The wealth of these areas is increased by the good opportunities they provide to beekeeping and to 

fishing both species that are useful to be salted, and delicacies as sturgeons, turbot and stingray. De-

spite fish production is not one of the key strengths of the region anymore
18

, it seems that in the past 

fishing at the mouths of the great rivers was one of the most lucrative activities in the Black Sea
19

. 

The wealth of vegetal and animal products is balanced by a significant lack of mineral resources. 

The latter was compensated through intensive trade between the northern Pontic steppes and the 

neighboring mountainous areas, rich in metals and salt. The same needs created the same type of con-
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nections: in the east, there was the economic link between the Caucasus and the Azov and Volga 

steppes, based on the exchange of minerals for agricultural products
20

, while in the west, the minerals 

extracted in the Carpathians went for the agricultural products of the plains watered by the Danube, 

the Prut, the Dniester and the Bug
21

. Ironically, in the 19th-20th centuries, oil and gas were discovered 

in the greatest quantity in the Black Sea region exactly in the same extreme areas to the east and to the 

west, at the foothills of the Caucasus and the Carpathians
22

.   

In the more mountainous and dry south, there are only a few fertile plains, especially in Thrace and 

western Anatolia
23

. To the east, farther inland, the only valuable staple, highly priced in the past, was 

timber
24

. The meager resources and the lack of suitable places for ports on the southern coast of the 

Black Sea determined a low density of significant human habitation compared to other Pontic regions, 

starting even after the Greek colonization in the 8th-6th centuries BC
25

. 

Besides the specific resources of every area, the Pontic region has represented from ancient times a 

significant source of cheap labor force. Thracian, Scythian, Paphlagonian and Caucasian slaves were 

well sold on the Greek markets attested at Sinope, Apollonia, Histria or Olbia
26

. The custom went on 

in the Middle Ages, registering a high point in the 13th century BC, when the Mongols captured and 

sold Kipchaks for the Mamluk armies in Egypt
27

. After the fall of the Golden Horde and the submis-

sion of the Crimean Khanate to the Ottomans, the most important revenue for the Crimean Tatars was 

derived from selling Christian slaves captured in Wallachia, Moldova, Poland and Russia to the Otto-

man Empire, whose economy, administration, army and fleet were based on servile labor
28

: statistics 

based on medieval documents show that between 1500 and 1644, only the individuals captured in Po-

land amounted to almost one million
29

. Nowadays, a similar phenomenon is going on, albeit with new 

forms. Besides legal migration to the West, on the economic principle of the attraction that capital ex-

erts over labor, there are also illicit and violent practices, more similar to the slavery in the past:  hu-

man trafficking
30

. 

In conclusion, during its history, the Pontic region has represented a significant provider of raw 

materials, particularly agricultural, fishing and apicultural resources (corn, hides, furs, fish, honey, 

wax), but also minerals (gold, iron, copper) and hydrocarbons  (oil, gas). In the same time, it has al-

ways acted as a continuous source of labor force, servile or not, for other wealthier regions. 

The significance of the local resources that might be gained through the control of the region is 

shown by many examples in history. Thus, supplying Constantinople, a huge metropolis for the stand-

ards of the Middle Ages and the early modern age, would not have been possible without the extensive 

control exercised by the Byzantines and the Ottomans over the Pontic area
31

. When the supremacy 

over the Black Sea was lost, as it happened with Byzantium after 1204 and 1261, the city decayed sig-

nificantly to the meager population of only 30000 inhabitants in 1453
32

. In the same vein, the swift 
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31
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revival of Russia after the huge losses of the First World War and the Civil War was prompted by its 

free access to the Ukrainian wheat and Caucasian oil
33

.    

Not only local powers benefitted from the local resources. From the earliest times
34

, extra-Pontic 

merchants came by sea and exchanged for the local resources finished goods of high added value due 

to the technical processes they incorporated: wine, oil, pottery, textiles, machines etc. The essence of 

the trade that developed between the Black Sea region and extra-Pontic areas reachable by sea is high-

lighted in a well known passage by the Greek historian Polybius (2nd century BC):  

„For those commodities which are the first necessaries of existence, cattle and slaves, are confess-

edly supplied by the districts round the Pontus in greater profusion, and of better quality, than by any 

others: and for luxuries, they supply us with honey, wax, and salt-fish in great abundance; while they 

take our superfluous stock of olive oil and every kind of wine. In the matter of corn there is a mutual 

interchange, they supplying or taking it as it happens to be convenient”
35

. 

The interest of the extra-Pontic merchants was engendered not only by the local resources, but also 

by the high convergence of long-distance commercial routes that meet here in the periods of political 

stability and security
36

.   

One of the most important routes is the already mentioned sea route that crosses the Straits and 

turns towards the West, through the Aegean and the Western Mediterranean, reaching the Atlantic in 

the end. The same route has also an Eastern variation, towards Egypt and the Levant
37

.  

On the other hand, the most renowned routes are those which connect Europe and the Middle East 

to the other two great regions of Mackinder‟s Inner Crescent, India and the Pacific Far East
38

. The first 

variation of this route, sometimes called the „silk road‟, goes from Crimea, crosses the north of the 

Caspic Sea and reaches China after passing through Bukhara and Samarkand, while the second con-

nects the same Central Asiatic towns to the Black Sea through the southern road Trebizond - Trabzon. 

This same road might lead also south, to the Persian Gulf and even farther to the Indian Ocean and 

Southeastern Asia. On these three routes to the East, the finished goods and the silver
39

 of the West 

were exchanged for luxuries as spices, silk, precious stones and carpets manufactured in Persia and 

Turkestan.   

Some other long distance routes were part of connections on the North-South axis between Siberia, 

the Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean. One of them is the road along the river Don, starting near its 

mouth on the Sea of Azov, the permanently disputed city called throughout history Tanais, Tana, Azov 

or Rostov, and leading to the forests in northern Europe, to the Ural Mountains and to Western Siberia. 

Even more renowned is the western route along the Dnieper, that connects the Baltic Sea with the 

western shores of the Black Sea and then with Constantinople and the Aegean, the so-called route 

„from the Varangians to the Greeks‟, whose control prompted the rise of the Kievan Rus‟ state in the 

9
th
-11

th
 century. Similarly, the Moldovan route starting from the cities of Chilia (Kilia) and Cetatea 

Albă (Bilgorod/Akkerman), going along the Dniester or the Prut to the Polish Baltic ports and the 

commercial centers of Central Europe brought about the existence of the Principality of Moldova, 

while its closing after the conquest of the two cities by the Ottomans in 1484 and of their hinterland in 

1538 prompted its demise. 
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35
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37
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38
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39
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Last, but not least, the Danube is one of the convergent routes to the Black Sea, gaining a great sig-

nificance after the Treaties of Adrianople and Paris, in 1829 and 1856. The recognition of the econom-

ic importance of the Danubian corridor was made through the setting of the European Commission of 

the Danube in 1856 and all the subsequent changes that it suffered. The canals dug in the 20
th
 century 

in order to directly connect the North Sea to the Black Sea and the current strategy of development 

designed by the European Union further enhanced its significance.   

Therefore, the Black Sea region features as a region of convergence of numerous commercial 

routes of great significance, giving birth, in propitious historical periods, to a triangular trade between 

the West and the Mediterranean and their finished goods, the Pontic area, northern Europe, western 

Siberia and their natural resources, the East and its luxuries
40

. More precisely, referring not only to the 

staples and products exchanged on the Pontic markets, but also to the provenance of the merchants 

that met there,  the triangular description should be reduced to a bipolar one, constant throughout his-

tory in its main traits: the Mediterranean and the West provide finished goods (olive oil, wine, jewelry, 

cloth, manufactured products, industrial equipment etc.), while the Pontus and the East contribute with 

raw materials and luxuries (wheat, corn, fish, honey, wax, cattle, horses, slaves, furs, spices, silk, natu-

ral gas, oil etc.)
41

. Thus, the Black Sea is geoeconomically an area of manifest complementarity be-

tween distinct regions.   

Besides the rule of complementarity, the Black Sea region is also subject to the historical law of the 

changing importance of the commercial routes, due to political and economic factors, exposed by F. 

Braudel
42

. As it has been seen particularly with regard to the routes along the great northern Pontic 

rivers, rough paths might become great corridors for certain periods of time, through investments in 

infrastructure and security, and then come back to their original state, suitable only for local trade, 

while other roads receive their former traffic. At the same time, polities compete to control them, in 

order to raise taxes and to secure strategic resources for themselves.  

Therefore, even though some staples and products traded in the Black Sea markets might change, 

even though trade routes may appear or disappear, the geoeconomic significance of the region has 

rested in place throughout history due to the following three recurring features: 

- the wealth in raw materials of the lands neighboring the Black Sea; 

-  the complementarity of the two poles that are commercialy connected in the Black Sea region;  

- the high density of the commercial routes convergent to the region, due to the intersection of the 

North-South and West-East economic axes.  

When economics are not disrupted by politics, all the three features are concurring to turn the 

Black Sea into a genuine ”swing bridge of international trade”
43

, whereas the instatement of regional 

monopolies causes the reduction of the last two features to mere potentialities and the intensive use of 

the local wealth only, for the benefit of the imperial monopolistic center. These three recurring fea-

tures, enhanced or diminished depending on the regional balance of power, synthetically define the 

geoeconomic „stake‟ that sets the coordinates for confrontation and cooperation in the Black Sea re-

gion.   

The swing bridge character of the Pontic region is evident not only with regard to trade. Following 

F. Braudel who advocated for the unifying virtues of the seas
44

, it might be assessed that indeed the 
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Black Sea region acted as a catalyst not only for trade, but also for demographic, cultural and techno-

logic exchanges.  

The movements of populations are one of the most prominent features of the history of the region. 

The most famous are the nomadic migrations of the northern steppes, from East to West, either with 

dramatic developments and consequences, as in the case of Huns, Avars, Magyars or Mongols, or tak-

ing the shape of less spectacular infiltrations, as in the case of Sarmatians and Uzi. Less frequently and 

conspicuously, demographic flows were directed through the southern shores of the Black Sea, as 

happened with the Ottoman Turks or the Gypsies. Sometimes, migrations took place from West to 

East, as in the case of Cimmerians, Thracians, Celts and Goths, and the colonizing movements of the 

Greeks in ancient times or those of the Germans during the Tsarist Empire developed along the same 

direction
45

. Even less noticeable, but still present throughout history, are the demographic flows from 

north to south, under the guise of slave trade, invoked earlier, while nowadays migration towards other 

parts of the world takes the shape of exporting labor force, brain drain, human trafficking and flows of 

refugees.  

Likewise, technological advances frequently spread from East to West and backwards. The seden-

tary communities of Europe learned from the nomads how to ride horses using saddles and stirrups or 

even how to melt and cast iron, while the opposite direction is followed nowadays in the massive 

technological transfer from Western Europe to Russia.  

Culturally, the diffusion of practices, religions and ideologies was also conspicuous, its diversity 

ranging from the impressive dromos tombs of the ancient times
46

, to the Christian missionaries who 

brought their religion even to China in the Middle Ages and to communism that spread from Russia to 

all over the world (it is not by accident that the first great congress of Islamic communist parties took 

place in 1920 in Baku)
47

.  

Even unexpected items, as the bubonic plague that was brought to Crimea from Asia by the Tatars 

and was transported by Genoese ships from there to Europe, where it suppressed almost a third of the 

whole population in 1348-1349, should be taken into account as illustrative examples of the signifi-

cance of the Black Sea as a gateway for exchanges.  

Last, but not least, there is the geostrategic „stake‟ that influences the behavior of the players. Two 

particular cases are relevant for assessing its significance. 

Firstly, it should be noted that throughout history all the powers established on the northern shores 

of the Black Sea have faced the dilemma of insecurity, given the lack of easily defendable natural bor-

ders. Consequently, they are instinctively prompted to expand in order to reach more suitable frontiers, 

as the Carpathians and the Caucasus
48

. More recently, when land power might be more easily integrat-

ed with the naval one, there is also a fundamental need to ensure an effective control of the Black Sea 

in order to avoid an attack from the south. The most logical answer to this vulnerability is occupying 

the Straits
49

.  

Secondly, the powers on the southern shores of the Black Sea willing to assure their own stability 

met the need to establish their domination on both sides of the Straits and to build concentric defense 

lines around them. This prompted the expansion of the powers having control over the Straits both in 

the Balkans and in Anatolia with such a high frequency that this movement turns to be a historical 

law
50

, well grasped by great leaders such as Constantine the Great or Mehmed the Conqueror
51

, as well 

as NATO, which granted its membership to both Turkey and Greece in 1952, on geostrategic basis. 

At the end of this short review of the main geoeconomic and geostrategic „stakes‟ in the Black Sea 

region, it should be noted that each international player acting in this geopolitical space has defined for 
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itself different interests and has drawn different views for conceptually encompassing these interests. 

For example, while Russia has been contending for occupying the Straits in the last 300 years, due to 

mainly strategic reasons, the Danubian Principalities and, later, Romania, has been striving to keep the 

access open in and out the Black Sea, a fundamental prerequisite for having the ability to harness its 

own economic resources. At the same time, there have been many perspectives that highlighted the 

different interests and focus of the neighboring powers, sometimes expressed through metaphors that 

described the Black Sea as Byzantium‟s „backdoor‟ or the Ottomans‟ „chaste virgin‟
52

 or the Straits as 

„Turkey‟s heart and Romania‟s lungs‟
53

 etc.  

For achieving as much as it is possible from the „stake‟ of the game, the players are striving to get 

as many geographical „trump cards‟ as they can. 

The ‘Trump Cards’: the key strategic points for controlling the Black Sea. 
By combining physical features and human attributes, geography grants special significance to key 

points which bring considerable economic and strategic advantages to any power that might control 

them. They comprise mandatory passage points as passes or straits, peninsulas and islands which dom-

inate the seas, high landforms that dominate plains, mouths of rivers etc. There are three attributes that 

turns a geographical feature into a key strategic point: they might be defended with relatively low 

costs, they help harnessing large revenues, through taxation or exploitation of resources, they hinder 

the economic, military and diplomatic activities conducted by contenders and enemies. It is under-

standable they are limited in number and the competition for their control is fierce.  

In the Black Sea region there are five key strategic points. Two of them are fundamental – the 

Straits and Crimea, while the others are of lesser importance – the mouths of the Danube, the mouth of 

the northern Pontic rivers (the Dniester, the Bug, the Dnieper, the Don), and the Caucasian passes, of 

which the most famous are the Caspian Gates. 

The fundamental relevance of the Straits and Crimea has been already briefly described by Gh. 

Brătianu in his assessment of the Romanian interests in the region
54

. Perhaps the best notice with re-

gard to their significance is the fact that whenever someone controlled both the Straits and Crimea, it 

swiftly managed to impose its influence over all the Pontic region, as seen in innumerable examples,  

ranging from the Athenian thalassocracy and the Pontic Kingdom of Mithridates VI Eupator, to the 

Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman empires. A short exposition of these key points‟ peculiarities will give 

a convincing explanation for the emergence of this historical law. 

The Bosporus and the Dardanelles are important because they are mandatory passage points on 

several strategic routes.  They represent the intersecting point of the mostly maritime North-South axis 

with the mostly terrestrial West-East axis, with all its variations. The latter comprises in Europe the 

following main routes: Istanbul – Thessaloniki – Durrës or Avlona, the ancient Via Egnatia, that 

bridges Asia with the south of Western Europe, through Brindisi and Rome or Venice
55

; Istanbul – 

Sofia – Belgrade, the so-called „imperial road” that leads to Vienna and Central Europe
56

; the West 

Pontic coastal route, through Varna and Constanţa to the mouths of Danube and subsequently to the 

Baltic
57

. In Asia, there are also three main routes: the direct route through central Anatolia that reaches 

the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf; the older route followed by Xerxes and Alexander the Great, along 

the Aegean coast and the plain of the Sakarya river
58

; the route along the Pontic coast of Anatolia, to-

wards the Caucasus, very useful given the frequent insecurity in Central Anatolia
59

.  

While there are other parallel connections between West and East, the communication between 

North and South almost inescapably passes through the Straits, as the tectonics make them the only 

maritime gate in the great mountainous wall lying from the Alps to Himalaya. If the Straits were 
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closed, Russian and other neighboring countries‟ exports would be greatly affected
60

 and even the ef-

fects on the global economy would be grim, as 5500 out of the 50000 ships annually passing through 

them are oil tanks which assure a daily traffic of almost 2.5 million barrels
61

. 

Blocking the Straits is easy. Polybius noted that even in his remote time when there was no power-

ful artillery, the city of Byzantium “so completely commands the entrance to the Pontus by sea, that no 

merchant can sail in or out against its will”
62

. This is no surprise given the small width of the Bospo-

rus, of only 700m in the narrowest point encountered on its full length of 28.5 km. Likewise, the width 

of the Dardanelles, the twin strait 65 km long, ranges between 1.3 and 7.5 km
63

, while even the Sea of 

Marmara comprises islands like Proconessus that are useful for controlling the traffic between the 

Mediterranean and Pontus.  

Therefore, fortification works are able to turn the Straits into an impenetrable fortress to seaborne 

attacks
64

, while a few strategic points on the European side help in repelling any land assaults. Even 

the amplest preparations have been frequently proved not to be enough to conquer the Straits, the lat-

est historical instance being Britain‟s and France‟s failure at Gallipoli in 1915-1916. But the Straits are 

also redoubtable because they can be protected through raising concentric lines of defense farther 

away, in the Balkans and in Anatolia
65

.  

The last great advantage of the Straits is that they are placed in the middle of a fertile coastal plain 

that produces rich and easily transportable crops, thus greatly stimulating the existence of urban cen-

ters and the accumulation of capital
66

. 

At the opposite end of the Black Sea lies the other key for the total control of the Pontic region, the 

Crimean Peninsula. Given the total lack of islands, this peninsular spur dug right into the middle of the 

sea acts like a tremendous outpost from where all the other shores might be reached with lightning 

speed. The outpost feature of Crimea is enhanced by other peculiarities, too: the excellent landing fa-

cilities for big ships, which are not to be found anywhere else on the northern Pontic shores, the nar-

rowness of the easy defendable Isthmus of Perekop, the eagle nests, like the Mangup, which might be 

fortified in the Yayla Mountains in order to harass the potential invaders, the commanding position 

over the Strait of Kerch. 

The strategic advantages are doubled by economic ones. Besides the control that Crimea grants 

over the Dnieper and Don trade routes, it produces great crops and raises large herds of cattle and 

horses. The wealth amassed in the peninsula is a huge incentive and a great means to expand the ex-

ploitation system to the nearby Kuban valley, which might frequently be found throughout history in 

the same hands that own Crimea
67

. 

This peculiar advantages make Crimea to be “a world unto itself”
68

, where the weaker peoples of 

the steppes, like the Scythians, the Goths and the Tatars, dislodged by more powerful warriors, fre-

quently lived alongside merchants and colonists from abroad, like the Greeks, the Armenians and the 

Italians. On the other side, this mixed world, sometimes politically autonomous, sometimes independ-

ent, like under the rulers of the Bosporan kingdom, has always attracted the interest of the external 

great powers entering the Black Sea. Athenians, Mithridates VI, Romans, Byzantines, Chazars, Kievan 

Rus‟ and Tatars imposed their domination throughout history either directly, or through unequal alli-

ances. However, better known are the Ottoman and the Russian conquests. The Ottomans took Crimea 

only 22 years after they conquered Constantinople, receiving in 1475 the submission of the Tatar khan 

and forcefully occupying the Genoese possessions and turning them into a separate province. Like-

wise, the Muscovite expansion on the shores of the Black Sea was directed from the very beginning 
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against Crimea, through the 1678 and 1689 campaigns of Prince Golitsyn against Perekop
69

, while a 

century later, in 1783, the peninsula was finally subdued and visited even by the empress Catherine II 

herself. In 1853, the allied western armies chose Crimea as their landing area, deemed to be the most 

important Russian possession in the Black Sea region, while during the peace negotiations in 1856, the 

most heated discussion was that over the possibility of disabling the naval bases in Crimea and the 

Russian fleet in the Black Sea
70

. The efforts of the Russian Federation to make permanent the presence 

of its fleet in the Ukrainian Crimea after 1991, followed by its annexation in 2014, are additionally 

revealing the huge importance of the peninsula for the Black Sea region.  

Besides this first category of key points who are essential both economically and militarily and 

who are granting valuable advantages for controlling both the land and the sea, there is also a second 

category of lower significance.  

To this second category belongs the Carpathians-Danube mouths system, as well as the Caucasus, 

two regions situated at distinct extremities of the Black Sea, but partly similar. They are important 

both economically and strategically, but their strategic relevance is limited to the ability to control the 

land only: there are no conspicuous advantages that they bring in a potential struggle for the domina-

tion of the sea, like those granted by the Straits and Crimea. History strengthens this notice, as there 

has not been even one power raised from these areas that managed to become hegemonic in the entire 

Black Sea region.  

Nevertheless, the significance of the lower Danube and of the Caucasus derives from their status as 

passage points between the two distinct Pontic shores: the northern and the southern one
71

. The geo-

graphical demarcation is not absolute and a certain degree of physical and human continuity exists, for 

example, between the lands north of the Danube and those south of it, most conspicuously revealed by 

the name of Scythia Minor granted to Dobrudja in ancient times
72

. Therefore, these key points are not 

significant for any other geographical reason than the fact they represent the narrowest gates between 

the northern Pontic and the southern Pontic areas.  

However, as N. Spykman noted a long time ago, there is no geographical border that can hold by 

itself, it is the human action that renders borders inexpugnable
73

 and this is copiously shown by the 

constant preoccupation of the local powers to strengthen the already existing natural defensive lines.  

Although Danube was sometimes preferred as the better strategic option for setting up defenses, the 

best demarcation in the West between the two main Pontic areas should follow the course of the river 

from the Delta to Galaţi, where it turns south. From Galaţi, the defense should follow the course of the 

Siret river to Nămoloasa and then be built on land, on a line reaching Focşani and finally, the Curva-

ture Carpathians. Although part of the defenses is on land, the main advantage of this option is that the 

length of the defense line is considerably shortened.  

The first to harness this opportunity were the Romans, who set their legions on the Carpathians, in 

the province of Dacia, and on the Danube, in the province of Moesia Inferior, where they were sup-

ported in guarding the two river crossings by the Danubian fleet (classis Flavia Moesica)
74

, while the 

segment between the two provinces was overseen by camps and valli. The Carpathian timber used in 

the Roman fortifications built in Dobrudja demonstrates the frequent and complex character of the 

connections between the region of the Curvature Carpathians and north-eastern Dobrudja in the Ro-

man period
75

. The Ottomans will do the same in the Middle Ages, strengthening Isaccea/Obluciţa, 

Măcin and Brăila and trying to expand their domination to the Carpathians
76

. The anti-Ottoman cam-

paigns conducted south of the Danube by the Wallachian princes Vlad Dracula (1462) and Michael the 
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Brave (1594-1595) highlight the risks of setting up defensive positions on the river, without control-

ling the Carpathian ridge.  

From a northern point of view, it should be noted that the constant efforts conducted by Stephen the 

Great, the prince of Moldova, to gain the upper hand on the plain of the lower Siret river and on the 

northern branch of the Danube, by occupying the fortress of Chilia, building the stronghold of Crăciu-

na and frequently campaigning against the Wallachian princes, vassals to the sultan in Istanbul were 

repaid when he was able to repel two massive Ottoman invasions in 1475 and 1476. 

The importance of controlling both the Carpathians and the lower Danube was sized early in the 

modern age and several political projects competed in this wise. Catherine II of Russia proposed sev-

eral times the creation of a kingdom of Dacia, as a buffer between the contending empires in Eastern 

Europe, but she also envisaged that its rule should be granted to a Russian prince, thus asserting the 

great Russian interest for this strategic region
77

. Similarly, France supported the birth of the Romanian 

state in 1856 and 1859, through strengthening Wallachia and Moldova and admitting their union, in 

order to create a buffer both against Russia and Austria. In 1917, the defensive line between the Cur-

vature Carpathians and the Danube Delta, that started to be known as the Focşani-Nămoloasa-Galaţi 

line, was the only part of the Eastern Front that resisted the Central Powers‟ attack, while in 1944 it 

acted like a major advantage for Romania in negotiating the armistice with the Allies. 

Finally, it should be noted that when this line cannot be held, the regional powers use the Danube 

itself as a second line of defense. The Romans did this after they retreated from Dacia in the 270s, 

while keeping bridgeheads north of the river, the Byzantines also tried to hold their influence in the 

Danube Delta, by the way of their fleet, even after the Bulgarian state was born
78

. 

A similar brief analysis might be done for the Caucasus and its passes, especially on the Caspian 

Gates/Dariali Gorge, one of the strategic points of constant concern for the regional powers in the east 

Pontic area: the emergence and the development of local polities in the Caucasus has also been con-

nected throughout history to the strategic balance of power and to the economic benefits of the com-

mercial routes which were passing by and through. 

The third category of key points is represented by the mouths of the other great rivers that flow to 

the sea in the northern Pontic region – the Dniester, the Bug, the Dnieper, the Don – and their vicini-

ties. It is not by chance that some of the most important cities of the Black Sea region are placed here: 

Moncastro/Cetatea Albă/Akkerman/Bilgorod, Ochakov/Vozia, Tana/Azov, in the Middle Ages, Odes-

sa and Rostov, in modern times. Besides the great places they offer for anchorage, their fisheries and 

the surrounding agricultural fields, the main advantage granted by these key points is represented by 

the control that might be exerted from them upwards, on the rivers. The possession of land powers 

over the northern Pontic coasts is never to be considered secure without taking these strongholds, as it 

is shown by the great pains they are ready to suffer in order to occupy them, as did the Russians in the 

case of Ochakov (1737, 1788) or the Romanians in that of Odessa (1941). 
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